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The NMAH west wing renovation is part of masterplan including public spaces, performance 
venues, and galleries on three floors- with the first floor re-opening in the summer 2015.



Energy efficiency, flexibility and quality light were required to meet the museum's goals. All spaces 
included general lighting, accent/display, and event capabilities. LED downlights line the circulation 
with two circuit switching/dimming track, a combination of CMH, Halogen, and LED heads for 
exhibits, and adjustable LED multiples for accent lighting.



A large performance plaza includes music, theater, and a display kitchen. Dimming LED downlights 
were tied into a centralized control system with theatrical luminaires suspended between the 
floating ceiling panels.



The modular ceiling and lighting support multiple special event set-ups and are tied into the AV 
system for increased control. Perimeter LED accent lights illuminate circulation, and several 
dimming zones were provided for flexible adjustment.



Object Project gallery is adjacent to the new west window, where daylight was reestablished in the 
building. 3% VLT glazing with automated shades were used for light exposure to objects.



The gallery is illuminated from a modular grid ceiling utilizing distributed dimming plugged in for 
flexible mounting and individual control. All distributed dimmers tie back to the central lighting 
control system.



Perimeter LED lighting is connected to photo sensors for daylight harvesting and energy savings. 
Theatrical busports pull down from the ceiling to mount fixtures for special events.



Galleries required long-term modular designs for changing needs. Distributed dimming through the 
ceiling allowed for all luminaire types and mountings. Separate bi-level fluorescent work lighting 
was provided and tied to the central control system.



Large thresholds from the central circulation lead visitors into the main galleries. Track lighting with 
dimming LED heads illuminate vertical objects and signage.
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